
Round Slings 

Silverback’s range of lifting products are designed to meet the ruggedness of the
warehousing, transport and other general industries. Silverback’s range of Round slings
are a reliable and proven way of moving and lifting products. 

Silverback’s 1T Violet Round sling come in sizes from 500mm to 10m, and all our Round
slings are proof tested, individually serial numbered and tagged and come with a test
certificate. They are fabricated using 100% high tenacity polyester yarn and wound in a

continuous Thehank to form an endless sling. Durable with a specially woven, 100% polyester, non-load
bearing tubular sleeve to give maximum wear protection to the yarn hank.   
Conforms to Australian Standard AS 4497.1. 

Sling selection - before lifting a load, a risk assessment should be conducted to decide
the type of sling that is most suitable to lift the load safely, for example a soft sling or chain
sling. Sling selection needs to take into consideration: the nature of the load, including the 
potential for slings to be damaged by the load’s edges or surface, whether the load is to
be lifted in a confined area, and the potential for external obstructions to cause damage to
the slings, and the environment the slings are to be used in (eg. heat, chemicals, dirt/dust)

the as well as the WLL of the slings.
        Regular inspections - soft slings should be inspected prior to each use, and also
undergo a thorough inspection at least every three months. Where slings are exposed to 
harsh operating or storage conditions, a more frequent inspection regime should be 
conducted. Inspections should be conducted by a competent person who is trained in the 
inspection of soft slings. For further information about inspections see: AS4497:2018 
Round slings Synthetic fibre AS 1353.2-1997 Flat synthetic-webbing slings. 

Silverback can offer the full range of lifting items from chains, slings, shackles, 
turnbuckles, load restraint, material handling items plus everything else you need for your 
warehouse, storage and shipping needs, and are recognised leaders in this industry. For
a full range of items and latest catalogues visit us at www.silverback.com.au. 

Part No WLL t Length m Colour 

42020 1 0.5 Violet

 42000 1 1 Violet

 42001 1 1.5 Violet

 42002 1 2 Violet

 42003 1 2.5 Violet

 42004 1 3 Violet

 42006 1 4 Violet

42008 1 5 Violet

 42010 1 6 Violet

 42014 1 8 Violet

http://www.silverback.com.au/



